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A linea~ programming. problem, of minimizi_ng a linear 
combination of variables subject to a linear set of inequalities, 
......... ···- ......... -······---····
·-·----····-·······-·-··•·•-,,,.,.,,h,,•,······~ .. 
then given and the relationship between the two problems is 
investigated. The pair of linear programs is re-expressed 
as a pair or linear systems of. equations which are jointly 
represented in the form of a schema of numbers. A pivot 
transformation which results in a re-expression of the pair 
of linear systems in terms of a different set of independent 
and dependent variables is defined and the resulting change 
in the schema of numbers is given. 
An algorithm is given for the solution of the pair or 
linear programs. This is a variation of a method presented 
by Balinski and Gomory. A hierarchy of levels of sub-
schemata for the schema ·is defined and with each level 
subschema a corresponding goal is associated. The level 1 
subschema is examlned to see if goal 1 can be accomplisheq. 
If it can, a pivot transformation is performed4 accomplishing 
this goal. The hierarchy of levels of subsehemata is then 
redetermined and the new level 1 subschema is examined to 
see if goal 1 can be accomplished. If at any point goal 1 
cannot be accomplished, the lowest k for which goal k can 
be accomplished is determined. When that k is determined~ 
a pivot transformation is performed, ae6-Qtrlplishing · goal k. 
. :• . 
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· After the transformation has been performed~ the hierarchy 
of subschemata is redetermined and the level ·1 subschema is 
\,· .. 
examined a·s before to see ··1r goal 1 can be accomp'lished. . .. ,. 
In a finit·e number of steps the algorithm results in a 
... 
: -- · ·--- ----·-----................ _ ·-s-chema fr1m which the s··olutions to our pair· of 1·1near- · · ······· --··-··----·-··········---·-····-·-"· .. ----·-------···-·-····-· 
programming problems, if they exist, can be easily read, or 
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F·ORl~UL_t\.TION OF PROBJJE}f 
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" . I '--· • -· 
lv1intrDiz.e E c . • y. + a , 
-..... -· .. _ .................. ---. -... -. .. .... -... . .. .......... -- ...................... -~r~ .. ~- .... "' ... J. . . ..... -.... J .......................... _ .................... ---· .............. -·· ............ -....... ., .................................................. -----···---- ____ .. ________ .. ___ .............................. ----......................... ____ ....;..~ .. : .... ..;, .. .:.:......: .. :~.:.c .. _. ·-.. ....:.~----.. ·----- --------- ................ . 
suFject to ~ aij•Yj + bi ~.o, i = 1, ••• , m '.· 
and V • ~ 0,- J• = 1 , • • Il 
., J • ' 
vrhere the ai j, c j, bi, ar1d d a.re kn')ilm c~nstant.~. 
This is very cl~sely related tJ the f~llowing problem: 
Pl\ 
Maxirnize ~ b1. •xn+i + d / t,:.l 
...., 
subject to L a .. •x + c. ~- O:, _j = 1, ••• , n 
1.-=-, 1 J n+i J 
and xn + i ~ 0 , .i ' ==. '1- , • • • , m 
where the aij, cj, bi, and d are the srune constants as above. 
We shall C'Jnsider these pr,:,blems simultaneQusly and 
investigate the relati~nship between the two. ' 
The twn problems are CJnveniently represented by the 
• -· • • • • ...................... 4 ..... ,. ', ·- • -: ••••• .;:. .. • • ...: - ';·-' • ' ••• - • -· --·· ....... , - ,- ..... . 
. . - -- -.. ' - . " ..... :·"· .. ' ' . -- ...... ··- ... 
'iii, 
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( :I._. ) 
where v!e require all y. and x 2 o, i = 1 , ..... , -m+n, · and ,ve 
1 i 
are to minimize v and maximize u. 
,- _:., ..• ,-.. --~---···.-···--·-·-···-·--· ............. -... -.. '• .• ~----__ ... _ ·-- ·---·---·--~··-· . -- . ---- , ___ , --- --·· ---·' ~--- ·--~---·-. -- - . 




PIVOT _TRA}TSFORlvI1~T T O}TS 
··.,·.···,,,' . ··•1 ·~,; ·· · ·.r-,··,,i , .. ,,.·, •... ·?•-· .. ;.,,.:.,. •'..':··~/•{ ... < "'..:'.-.,,i,•.,, .• ·;;f!:.1.:,.·>,.-·i,,'.:,., ;·"·'i·r·•'."(,,;·.··:\.·',,··, 
'. ' 
As inc1icated a.lJove, the schema 
* 
• • • 
y 
• • • 
y 
• • • 
• 
• • 
·~ • • X 
• • • 
a • • • 11 • • • 
. . . - . · .. ,.·· .·• _ ......... ' . . .'. ------------·-
,---.• 
• . .. . . I· 
. --- , . . . ' ',1, .. ·. .. . .. · - .- -- _ .. __ ' ... - ' . ' . ·. - -· 
• ~ • X 
• 
C • • • • • d • • • - _,./t, . 
• • • 
• • • 
• • 
=z~ =z. • • • 
c on. v en i Ent J_ ~! e ): hi 11 its t '"r ') s :rs t e rn s 4J f 1 in e a.r e q u2. t i J ns , a. 
r O'\•T svs te111: 
... 
• • 
• * • 
• • • + a.Jr + • • • + by 
• • 
• * • 
• • • + CY + • • • + ·av .. ~· 
• • 
• • 
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If a~ o, we can re-express each Jf the systems by 
l. ',,' -
* * solving the -w equation in the ruw system f~r y and the 
z * eq_uati ')n in the C')htnm system f:>r x *, and then use these 
new equatiJns to el~inate y* rrJm the other row equations 
* and x \ frJm the ~ther CJlumn e~uatiQns. 
Solving for y* in the row syst~, we have 
+ * + + -1, . ••• y ••• a oy + ••• 
or. 
••• 
. * . 
+ -1 . + a w · ••• 
• • • 
-1 * 
-a ,,., 
* = -y -
... , '"''".. . . . .. .. .,,._,. --· .. __ _.,7··--· -·--··-----····· .. ----""·-· ·---· .. _______ ........ - .... -- ..... •·'-•• _.._ M----- .--<, -··-·-•-• -~•••- -·· •• - •----• -•• ••~• - ••• .0.--·,. - • • -•,--,-• ,. --• ~ -'-
- ~----------.--- ------· --·.·- · .. -,---·------ .... -..... - ··-·- ... _-----'-··~·-:->:-=-·-~-·----·-··'-·-.-·~··--··· ... ____ .. 
• 
, .... 
. ... - ~ ,,...,. ... ' _, - . ' . . . ' 
/ 
,·, . '"' 
,.,..,, ,,., "" ,. . .,, .. ,,--,.;c..,,. 
; 
Substitutin~ we have . __ J 
"\ 
• • • 
-1 * c( ••• -a w + ••• -1 ) b +. + + a:,.y. :+ .. -a . Y ...• • • • • • • =-w 
• • • 
-,~r • 
.. ..... ·--·--,-··--·~'-·,··--a,,; __ . If :w.e S'Jlve for, .. x* in the ... c.ol1JJ11n sjrstem. vJe .. have . . ·,.,,,, .. ... . ; .... : .. ,. --· - ... -. . 
.. •• --··-•-·•----·-•---··-··--- -•• •-• • •••• -- • ••·-·-- • ·-• • ·-.. ,...~•-•--- --·---· ·•-••-- - .
0 Hn• ••-• • • ••u ••Uh ··-•• -••••• • ••••••••••••• ••• ••• •• • • •• · • ·• • -•· "••• • • 
--""··-·-·- ...... _ .. ____ ··-,.-~-- .. ---·-·.·..-,·_·--·-···--------·------··-·--~--"--· ' :·-· 
-1 . 
• • • + a z* + • •• - a-1cx + ••• = x* • 
Suhstituti~n then ~ives 
-1 * ·, -·1 
• • • +ba z. + • • • ( d - bet c )x + • • • = z. 
This resDlt can he expressed in the f0llawins schema: 
' ,.,* . . . ,, • • • ;/ • • • 
-• • • • 
• • 
., • -1 • 
z* Et-.1 - -y* Oft 
• • e -
• 
~ 
• • • 
• • 
·-1 • 
-ca-1 ·•;;:r d-CEt b -
-w ..,'\ • • • • • • - I \,, 
• • • • 
.• . 
• • • • 
-°'r* 
_..:.,.':.. =z 
vle call tta" a "pi vat" ana. the opera.ti an :,f intercha_nging 
/ ................................. ~, .... ___ c...e-c ..... -------cl-ep-enclent a11d·---inclepenElent · va:rj_ahle·s ·a.s· -d·e-sc·rihed a.1)ov-e· a· "piv'Jt--· ··· --···--- --- ····· ---·· 
transformation". CJ_earl:1, since the ?nl:r resu_lt of perf:,rming 
'\ 
a pivot transforrnati0n is tJ re-ex,ress a pair of linear systems 
in terms 0? cl iff'ere1:.t sets of indepencTent a.nd c1e1Jend~ent variables,_ 
the res11lting scl1ema is equiva.l 1ent ta the 0rigina,l. 
r Our plan is t::, c1efine a finite seq_u_ence· .of pivot transf0rmatie>ns 
l1eginning \~Ti tp schema (I) A.nd terr:i11ating 1.,.ritl1 a schema fr'Jrn 
) 
1,vhicl1 th.e s ~ll1tion to :>ur linear pror;ranrrn.ing prJ1,lem, if it exists, 
can be easily read, or fr~m which ~,e can tell that a solution 
· · does not exist. 
U , ... _._,,~··""''-·•• ••"<,..-• •-·-·-----·-·------ ---.--,-------- ,.,.----• •• ,-. .. •,•·•-••.•--••••~•A••-••~- ..J,-.• ,.._._~·--••·--- --•••••••_; __ ., ........ •- •-•,• •••·-"• -~--~· •. -:· •.•• ,. •,,, •• ,:.,:.. •• - ,...,_; . • .... ,.I , •• - • • • •· - . -~--~- . • , ••-• . ., •. - . ··- -.s,--.... ,,_.,::-. 
,. 









Definiti')n: A set £y1 , •. •, y 1 111+n which sitisfies the 
row ~quatiJns in.schema (I) above with ally.? 0 is said t~ 
J. 
.. . .o e ..... ~ .... E'J'~ f ~ ~ s_~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~et 41 .... ? ! 'Ttl_':1:!'!X , f :;.::+-' .. .".! ...... , .JC:m+nl-wbJ G 11. s a.ti sf :i e; s . . .. ' .•.• ·····--·-·----.. -. ~-~1"'"':':-,"::0-"'-... :""'" ................... .;,,;,...:;._ _______________ ,_~ .. ---·-···· .. ··········--·-··---··-··-····o,• .......... ····· -···------· ····--·--···· ............. ··--···--- ... ----··-·····-.. - ...... ---···--··»·-·--·· ................. _ .. , ....... ____ ...... -................... ---·--·--····-··-····-·--- -------,.·-····-···-·····-··-· .... ' . 
. . 
"'--.the col1imn eauatj_Jns with aJl xi?: 0 is sai-d tJ be a cJhunn 
feasible set. 
The':>rem 1 : If iY1 , ••• , Ym+n1 8.nd the ass~ciated valu~ 
:,f v) is a r:,w feasi'-ile set a·,d if ix1 , • • • , x 5 ( a.r1 a_ the m+n .......... 







• .I • 1 1 
= L x.Y. + L x.y. 
a.~, 1 1 i.-=~""' l l 
l'I 
-
= Ly.( L a .• 2r + 
t.·-=-t ·l j-:Ol ' J J. ·µ+ j c· ) i 
....... 
·'..;.:: .. ~ 
""'+t'I ,, 
- L x. ( 2:: ai- .Y. 
n ~ <,:ai+t l JO:. I Il ' J .J 
V +Ly.Ea .. :x 
i.-:., i .>~' JJ. n+j 
-u-
t,:.' l 
+ b ) 
i-n 
H-•••n•-•••• •••• ••"'" 0 ••••••••o>s. •",," •••-• ""''°"'"''', ,· "-"" ·','""' • ,,•••.-••' ..... ,: , ·. •,o·,,--: •-. •• ... ••••••-••~••>"••·-•-•••••• • - ••• - -·---........ #<,_ ....... ~_--:···· - -·-····-----·.··· -~ -~-- •• - - • 
- -- -
- ·- . -··-- -··- ,·-- ··- . ··- ....... . .. ···-··- ·-·· .. ·-· - ···- . - ... ~:::···::·.··- ." -::;.·· .......... -, .•. ~- ··-··-·:· ......... ,, ·-······· .•·· -··· -· .. - - .. ·-· ...... . 
• • ':!' .... 
-
-
V - U 
Corollary: If ~ y1 , ••• , y 1 Ca~nd n1+11 
of v) is a row feasible set and if ix1 , ••• , :x . 1 (c1nd Ll1e m+n 
ass~ciated value Jf u) is a ce>l:JI71n feasible set, tl1en v.?: u. 
· Corollary: If row feasil)le Yi and col1Jm11 fea.sj_l)le x1 can 
be f~und such that v = u, then they constitute solutions to 
ho_t_h tl1e ro1;i and column equati Jns; i.e., i.~1e have solved b:>th 
----the-ma,ctmi-2:at:i-5n-a11ct--trre--fifiifiri1i za.ti 6-n -pro l)lems (given above. ·We 
have such a solution ~nly if x.Y. = 0 fJr all i. 
' l l 
--
,Proof: For row feasible y i and c Jlumn feasible xi, by th~ ............. . 
. . .. . ·- ........ ,_---'""''" ........ ~·=-:-~~- -....... -
previous corollary, vre al1'18~YS have v~u. ·rr, in fact, we 
.JI 
' 
·-·-,• - -~ ~-----
'fl· ------ ......... --~--.· ·-






have v = t1, tl1en ,r cannot bec1Jme any sma~ller, and v.re have 
found tl1e minimm:r-1. Sin1ila .. rJy, u is. a 1na~imum. Also, 
""""n 
.0 = v - u ,, _ L x. y. Qnl~r if x. y. = 0 J~:)r all i. 
t.:.1 l 1 1 l 
.....-
We note tl1[{t tl1e C')nverse '.)f this sec1Jnd corollary is 
- ·--·-· ..... -.. ----,.·,-·--·--~-· ........ ---------·--·-------... --~·"·--···---·-·--~-.•-~--·---.. ---.,, .... ----·;"·-·--:· -~-·- ... --···----· --·· -··' ·-· -· ... . . . .... _., ......... _ ................. ··-· .... ···- ..... ·-·- ... -· ... - . ; ' ... •., .... / .......... -~ ... - ........ ·-- ··-······ ······-·-·· -·- ···-···- __ ·: .. ··-··:··.:;-·•·"·-·-,:-:··.--- .. , ·-. -----, = · . .. ···- . '. ,:.· .;·:······ ........ -~-.- - ·-· .-.. 
. " 
also true: namely, that if either the maximizati~n or the 
minimiz.ati.c,n pr')1-:lem has a s·olution, th.en s:> does tl~le 'Jther, 
and v = u fo..r the t1/10 solu.ti,:,ns. This c:,nverse 1,ill be 
stated and proved as a corollary Jf the main theorem of this 
paper. 
To ohtain a. S:)lt1t-i.an· -~.:, 'JUr linear }Jra.f:ra.mreing prohlem 
·i,re sh.a.11 define a finitf se0l1_ence Jf pivot transf')r111E1ti::>ns 
' ( ' 
begi11ning , .. rith ':>Ur :,ri~ina.l schema and- ending 1,.,!itl1 a· tableau 
., 
from 1vhicl1 tl1e soluti::,n, if it exists, is easil~r 'Jbtained. 
At an;r step in this sec,11e1~_ce vre ,-ro111a· ha.ve a tableau. such 
as the f 1Jl]_ 0~,ring: 
,., 1 






+1 ' a11 
• • 
• • 
• • yf 
... :i. 
n 
a' +n n11 
:=-:-










• • • 
a' 
mJJ. 




















t?here the primed varia.l)les are s~n1e 1;ermutation 0f · the original 
variables and the a!. b! c!, and d' are determined by the 1J, 1., J 
precec1 ing pi v:>t_ transf'orma ti ,:,ns. 
In order to_ obtai11 a s.o:I-11ti.Qtl: __ to __ our linear pro~rarnrr1_ing __ 
f' -- ... 
I 
• . Joi 
' . ii 
-: . ... 
-·· ···---·---·--·-
- . ' ·~ - : ...... '. .. 
~--
' ., . 
""1•...,-.. ._.....,,...,. ...... .,. ---,v-..... ,, .. _,,.,, ,.,._,,, • o , , ,-, .. ,•1 ,-,-•.,· ·' 
-.~ .. __.....,. ........ ---·····•' -·--,:.·,, , .• ,, ··~ .. -~ .. , , •, ,.,.,,., •• ·· .....• 1'"'"''"'"'"\""......... ., .. , : , ,, ..•. , ,, •·.! .. ••. ,.i, ·-. 
-- , 
prohlem, we shall let t~e independent variables have the 
,, 
value zero, ~erehy determining values f!Jr the dependent 
varia r"'les: 
- . b' 
- - 1 
v' = -b' ' . ., . . ' .,, 
. n+m m 
8 
. , 
• • •• : • • • •. ,• ,._cp • ·-~- 0 0 - ••••-•.;o•,-0---· •••-• '•••• •• • •• "• -·•- - . ..,, , • "O••,r •--• - _ .. ••-·:•••• -- -~~--- ··-·-~·-:-.--·,..-,,-•--'-••-.:-.-..-- ~-~..:...,.....:_,-:...;-, .... ,... .... ...;;..;!-~K ..... ,~~.-.;...._. .. -_:......., ... _~--. --:-:-~-:--~--. • ,-,., .. --·.':'"--~··"'-"':,j"°''-. -"T,~;-_____ --.... --,.. ·--------- ·.... . .. _____ _,,_ ... _ .. ____ ,...__.. ·--···---~ --· . . .. ----· ·-·-----·-· . -- --- - '. 
- __ ........ , 
X t = Ct 1 1 ' 
. -----~·-····-----~---- . _., - --- - --··-- -· __ . ___ .... -· - - . - - ... --
• •• • x' , n = c' 
n 
If b{ .~. Q, ••• , 1,~ ~ o, we have a row feasitle soluti!Jn (see 
previ'.:ms definition), and if.c{ ~ o, ••• ,c~ ?:O, we have a 
column feasi1")le s:,J_u_tie>n. Tl1is p-roropts the fJllo1ving definition • 
D ,.., . . t. eI 1n.i i :)11 ! .l1. r 01:.r ~~ea. s i 1-~, 1 e s c h. ern a ( c ;, 1 µmn :f ea. s i 1) 1 e s c 11 em a ) 
is ane in lrhich all b! ~ O (all c! ~ O) • 
.. ... . ·-· .. l . •' ... J .. 
I~ in nur sequence Jf pivot transfornati~ns we reach a 
independent varia.l1les ha:ve tl1e _value z~ro, tl11Js o. etern1i ninE; 
the values :,f the ·depende~t varia~les, we then have v = d'= u, 
..... - ........ ri .. ·- - - ... ~ ..... ···-· 
•••• ·- - --- ·---······---···--·--··· _ .. ___ , ____ .... -····-······--·· ---~ •• '' ·-··~··-· .......... ' ......... -··-· •• -·· ... • ........... ' •••• ····-· -· -· •• • • ••¥" .... ···-~ ..................... _ ....... ~ ....... ,.- .- ....... _., -~-·~· _.; __ , ___ ... -·· • --·--· ..... -···~· •• ~-,-· ... . ·-····-···~---······--··· - ····"· ···- ... ~ .............. ,._ ..... ,.,. ......... . 
- .. ---·-·-··· .. ··-·-··--·--·-·--?· ··--- .. --·-·--- .. ,.· .. -·a~nd b:l a. previ 'JllS Car:, llary these values Jf tl1e v ! a··1d x ! 
. u l l. 
•• ·1 
CC)nstitl1te soluti:,ns t:> :)t1r linea.r pr,:>3ra1nrpirig pr:Jblem. If, 
ho,iever, at s:>111e step ,,._re reacl1 a scl1ema in ,,rhich far s:,me i 
bi_ > 0 and aj_j ~ 0 f-:>r j = 1 , • • • , n, then this schema ex-
"' hibits the c:,nditi~n -y' = 2:: a! ... y\! + b1 >O ,,.,hfch violates i +n .\~, 1 J J 1 ' 
the requirement that all variables be non-negative. Thus the 
•-.-. ·1 
rov, prqgra.m has n-~ s~l11ti0n. If this sarne scl1erna is a coluriln · 
. 
-
reasi 111e schema,. ·t1~e+1----i~ is e-1-ea-r----that 1r v,e a11ow xA+-1 --t-o··------------, 
· take 'Jil any valu.e, . no matter ho,~, large, while letting all 
other ... indepenc1ent x' variables be zero, a .. 11 ttte coJ_umn 
constr,aints 1;s1ill he satisfied and u can be made as laJrge as 
. ' 
-~· -~----- . ----------·---- . ~------------------------~-------- ....... - ·---




• . .. .... ..;., .,2..' :/~ ' •. 
~ ·-·-···. '. 
we like. · Simila~rly, if i.ve arrive at a s.chema in 1vhich f:,r 
some j, c!' < O and a .. , 0 f:)r i = 1, .•• , m,·there is no J-·. . . 1J '• y 
,) ,. . 
. 
.,, solution t-J the c:>lumn proeram; and if this sarne schema is 
-
a r~~, feasil")le schema, there is n'J lo1}rer b'Jt1nd f"Jr v. . : 
_, .. -.---,--·-••--~-.•-r-•M••'"•--.--.-.. ~•••·-·"---~--~··-~".'"'"--·-••··•----,---•••- -• - •• .. - • • 4 '• , -- . - , • , .. ' ' ,- , , -. • , • , ...... ,---·••••• •- - .-,,. • - • I , • .. 
This pr:,vides tl1e m~tivati on f1Jr the f:>llowing ·defihlti·:>n. 
Definition: A sim~lex meth~d f~r solving a pair of linear 
progra,n1s is a finite se,qtence ')f scl1emata obtained fr-:,m the 
sch.ema · :,f the ,given pair :)f pr:>:~rruns ~~r a sequence ')f successive 
pivot transformati~ns which results in a schema exhibiting 
either optin1al S:)lt1ti1Jns t'J b')th })rQgrams 'Jr the n'Jn-c :,mpElti bili t:t 
'Jf the r')w and/or ·the c~lu.mn c:,nstraints • 
.. ·-·-~ ---~-·-.... - .• ___ _. ...... -h.-•·. --- ~ . -
:.u•··-.'~ 
Before stating and prc,ving the main the.o·rem of ·this 
~ 
paper we give a de~initi~n. 
Definition: Our row (column) pivot choice rule is applied 
to a. ro,.v (colu.mn) ~ea.si1Jle scb.erna and ls as fe>llav.rs: If the 
there must exist a cj < 0 fJr s:)IT]e j (a bf >O for sJme i) • 
. . 
T.tfe sucessively exan1ine from left t:> right (t:>p t:> 1)attom) 
· ·· each. c1lumn with cj <: O (row with bi> O) for a pivot choice 
as follo,~rs. For each such c! (b!) we have two possible cases: J 1 
' .. 
1 • Every entry in the column '.)f this cj is n'Jnpositive. 
(Every entr:·t in the rO'tfiI Qf this bi is nonnegativ~.) 
2. There exist positive (negativ~) entries. 
--------·- --- -- -·- -- ----- -··-----·~ -·---- -~------------·------ ------------···-·--··-·-···-·-
,_ 
···If (1) holds, ,~re examine the next colurnn 1.vi th c' ~ 0 (rovr with 
. ,. j 
b! -0) for a pivot .choice •. · If (2) -holds, choose as a pivot 
·1 
--~,,"·.,.,.a' > O ·(a'<• O) satisfying 
~j . . 11····· 
-.. , •.. 
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b' b' c' c' k max s . I. max ' -
- s a'j>Oa' ---akj aii a' .c:. 0 iT s sj is is 
·' 
if b' ~ O (c' ~ O). All b' (c') in the ratio above are less 
·. k l s s 
·---··----.-~-----~---:-------------···-than or equal· · to · zero -·(greater than · or ·· equal to · zero) ·· so ·- ·the --~----- ···;-·----~,- ·- ----------·- • 
I 
ratio is less than or equal to zero. 
(c; (with afs~O)) is zero, then the maximUJD above will be 
zero and we examine the next column with cj < 0 (row with 
bf >0) for a pivot choice. If there is a tie for the choice 
o~ bk (eJ), we choose the top-most one (left-most one). If 
all c; ~ O (all bf~ o), i.e., if the schema is both row 
and coltlmll feasible, or if for each c j ~ O (b:i_ > O) either · ·· ------- --- -
· all column entries are nonpositive (all row entries are non-
negative) or the maximum of the ratio in (2) is zero, there 
is no pivot choice under this rule. 
We nJte that with ;he choice of ~t as a row pivot by 
-·--·--"·····-·--· .. ········· ... ···--····,-··· .-._ •·,-·-····-·-···· .......• , .. _ ...... - ·----······ , ·- -· ... --·- . . .. 
this rule row feasibility is retained after the pivot transfor-
.. - ··- -··-
mation has been performed: 
1 • b' I - a' -1.~ <o. k kj ' 
2. b'' - b' ' -1 •a' .bj ~ o·, if a1,3 ~ o, 1 ,' k. ~ - akj 1 i '·ij 
3. b'' - b' I -1 
.a:i.j .bj ~· o. if aj_3 > o, 1 ;{ k. - akj 1 i ........ 
-----------··--------.·-----·---------- _· ____ -~~c~~se akj was chosen to maximize the ratio. 
(The double-primed variables are the ones obtained after the 
< pivot transformation has been performed.) Similarly a coltllDn 
.. ---.---·-.. 
:~ 
' ,~-·--·· ......... ,. __ ... __ - .. ··--·- ··--· ·. . ··-·-··--· : ______ .. ________ .. ________ .. ___________ -- .. -·--.. --· --·--·- -· ..... ·- ...... ~.... . .. -·"- .. ~ .. ·" . -.... . ___ M __ ._ ___ ,. ____ ----·-----·-----·-•=•• ----- ---- -- ------·-----~-- -- -·---·-.----~.----------------- ,- • y-,•- ------·-•-
.. 
.,.· . ' 
-·- - ---~ - - - - ------ - - -------- -----· ·--
-~-~- -- ---- --·- - - ------------- .----- . - - .--- ... . -"· ··-". 
"' 
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I.• 
11 
pivot choice retains c~lumn feasibility after the pivot trans-
formation has been performed. 
We note that d I ' = d' -bk.c j .akr~d' a:f'ter the pivot 
transformation has been performed with a{j as a row pivot 
-c:-·----·--.. ··---·--·--.. ·-~---~---·--····:··.·cho·1ce ···unae·:r ·our·· rlile ~ .... ···-Thus .. a·· riew·· row· feasible s·c,luti·on·· .. ha·s·····-········--·--·----··,=·--·~-~,---------------· 
been obtained 1r1hich gives a value to v which is strictly less 
' 
than the previous exhibited value of v. Similarly a pivot 
transformation performed with aft as a c~lumn pivot choice 
results in a strict increase in the value of u. 
It the initial schema does not exhibit either a row or 
a column feasible solution. the proof or our theorem gives 
a constructive means ~r producing one. The proof specifies 
pivot choices for any schema. whether row or column feasible 
or not, which lead to a schema exhibiting optimal solutions 
to both programs or 'the noncompatibility of the row and/or 
column constraints. 4\ 
( 








·• --- --------· --·-·-·, ---·-··--·- ----::-:- . . . , , . .-· ·-. - .,. ' . J ------ - - - ,.---· - - - -- - - - - . ... -- -- - --- ~-- -- ----- - --- ------- - - --------- -
' . 
. - . -·- - -· .. - ·- -
. . . 
----- --- ---~ ----- ·- ------- ----·- - ----- ...!.....- - -·---- -
...... 
. 






Theorem 2: Given a pair of linear programs as exhibited in 
schema I, there exists a simplex method which begins with 
t_ ____ ·-···· __ -·-·· ...... _the given schema and ends_ with one ·which has one of the ...... _ ··-·---- __ ···- -
following forms (where I and Q denote nonnegative and non-










- - - -I • • t + 
-
- - - - - - -
B-
1 EB • • t =v-
· (which exhibits optimal 
solutions to both programs) 
(which exhibits the non-
compatibility of the row 
constraints and the un-
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, (which exhibits the non~ 
compatibility of the col-
umn constraints and the 
unboundedness from below 
of v) 
' 
(which exhibits the· non- -
compatibility of both the 
row and column constraints). 
.- ~- .; ' 





Before proving this tl1ebrem, ,,.,e stc=tte and prove an 
impJrta~t c0r~llsry: • ( 
(Fundamental duaJ_i t5r theo1.,em nf linear pror:ra.m-
·n1ing) 
Proof: RepresentatiJns B,.c, end D c~nn~t :,ccur, so A 
rnl1s·t. -
Corolla.r,r: 
s o J_ 1J. t i 811 , -;~.11 en s ,:, d o e s the other c1J1. d v = u f Jr the t1·T':> s o 1 u ti :> n s • 
B ..Lh -'-h . ...1-h •. t ,r t., _e L. eoren1 1., ere e](lS. · s a 
&I 
If in tl1is -~iJ:al re11resentati':>11 
... 
1.~re let all inclep.enclerit varial.1 les h·ave tl1e v-a.ll1e zer:>, ,.,re ha,re 
a s :>luti on to "1. ')th the ro,i 2-.nd c ::,lu1i1n nr o:.-:,·rc1.rns f 'Jr vrh i ch v = a_' 
~ ·-" 
= u (1~1here d' is tb'.e vaJ,J.e Jf the entr~r i11 tl1e lrrvier right-h2 .. 11d 
·c::,rner). Since r 1~r a previ'Jl1S ·cor:>J.lar3r v ~ u, a.ny :,ther~ solu_tiJn 
t:, b'Jtl1. tl1e r'J\,J Eind c 'Jl11P!11 prJr1:ra..ms 1?1u.s t also ha.ve v = 11 • 
..... " ......... , .... ~ .. a: .... ·.· .•. , .. :.............. Pr6cif c,f· The :)re1'0: 1 .. T .. b.'e···· ~·er(e:r.;i1 ..... icfea· ::,f ;f:he· 1Jr.::,6f .. · ts· a·s. ·-- ..... . 
.. . 
- . .,_ 
We ~efine a hierarchy :,f le~els Qf suhschemata r~r 
.. 
?.11r schema., ea c 11 st1l~s chem a c 'Jnta ined i.n tti:e 11.revi :,u_s Jne, Rnd 
. the level 1 
- ·-! ~ . 
su.hscl1ema t:) see if ~·Jf1l 1 Cc:tn 1)e acc':)r:1plished hy· 
the method to he descrihed. 
tra.nsfe>rT:1ati 0I1 ::,n the entire scl1.erna (a11.d its l1ierarcl1y i:,f levels 
'Jf sul)scl1en1ata) ,_ acco~..12lisl1i_ng tl1is. ~:2al .• _ vle then recle?ine 
• 
the hierarchv of levels ~f subschemata and exa~ine the new level 
, u 
.. ,_ ,, . 
1 su1--scl1erna -t:, see if. c,:,al 1 can 1)e ace :)n1 plished·. If at anv 
. ,, 
1 The f~ll~wing i~. a modificatiQn of the pro~f by Balinski 
and Gornory a~ppea·ri11.g in ( 1 ) • 
~ ..... 
"" ' .... ,..,. 
• ,•• ~- -•• __ "• --~·---•••-·-•>'•·• •r•• ; - -.,-~, ,,.,,r~•'•,i•r.,,• ~-. 
.. 
. .,.. .. - - . . ... - ., ' . ·,· ·-·-' .. 
.,.,.,, ......... ,. ____ ,, ... Lo•.-.,.,-~,,.., _ __,.......,.....--f,._,_,_. ........... __ .. , •• ~, ....... ·7-:-·--...---,----·-Ill "I • ..._. ........ -· b--... -·-__ ... _,.___ ___ ___._.._,., .. ,-,,-•,•,.~-... ,-~•--••••••~•,-•-•••, . ••••~•- .,, ... , . ..,_ .. ,., .. _,w, ... , •. ~~-..... ~··•--••••~•-, .. L-.,._--,.-..-•. ,,.._.,.,,-,,•'-•-,.-•,••-•,,o.w>--•·•.--~ ~-· • ,, -•-·••-••'•_,,_, 
-· - ~ ' 
,. 
point goal 1 cannot be accomplished, we search for the lowest 
k for which goal k can be accomplished by the method to be 
described. When that k is found we perform a pivot trans-
formation on the entire schema accomplishing goal k. Arter 
I : 
--------·--------------------····---·-------·-··---·-·-- ................. .. . - ...... - - ... .. .. 
. . - . . 
-· ·- ·-- .... --~• ----· ____ .. _. ___ ,, ____ ...... ~-----·----Q·---··-·~ ~-· .. --
' 
; --- - ------- ···-------------- -·~:-·-- ---·- --
)~- . 
the transformation h,as been performed, we redetermine the 
I hierarchy of subschemata and then examine the level 1 subschema 
to see if goal 1 can be accomplished and c~ntinue as before • 
....... ~ 
In a finite number of steps we shall reach either Representation 
A of the theorem or a schema which exhibits the non-compatibility 
of the row and/,r column c,nstraints and from which we can obtain 
either Representation B, C, or D. 
For any schema we choose according to certain rules a 
hierarchy of numbered levels of subschemata, there being one 
subschema associated with each level, each with a distinguished 
entry (and hence row and column). Level k subschemata fork 
odd are row feasible subschemata and have the form: 




J • Q 
i3 R ,, 
C 
... 
with the;number of rows (including the distinguished row) 
designated by o{(k) ( cx(k) may be ·1 - the subschema then 
c"nsists of only one rJw, the distinguished one) and""/], (k) 
· the value of the distinguished entry.· (For convenience of 
representation we rearrange rows and columns if necessary 
..,., 
. ---~ ... -._ --· '·-··-'--·-· .. -------·-·-··---·-----~---__.._ __________ ._- ... - -·-··--·····--··--.. -~--·-·-'"'·"-······-·····-----··---·····- ... -·- - ... ·-- . - - ·······-·-- ...... ,······-----. ---- -·----- ·-----. - .,.-· ---· -
\ 
. ·- ·-·-··--- ---~--~_--·-- .-,..--- '. ----··------·- ·--- •-"-·1-
-----···--·-------·---~------~---·------~---~- ----------·--------- --· -- ----------· - - .. -· -
' . 
t 
., .... _,-,--,,•/·-~ 
,, . 
.,_. .............. 
to have the distinguished entry in the bottom right-hand 
corner.) iven numbered level subschemata are column-feasible 
and have the form: 
-<"c-~,--- .. ····----·- -···- -- r- _--...,...,..,. -,., ... .-- .. ______ ..... _ • .,- .---·-··-~--·~ ____ .,_ • ___ .., ____ ,.,._,., ____ .... __ ...... ' • --·- ... _.,._ ..... _ .. _, _____ ....., ____ . ___ . - ........ -····-·---~--............. ,-.--... ,-- ,.,~ ••.•• ,., ........ ------" ... " .... - ... ----·· -· .. --. --·-"''···--·-····- ---.. - -·-·· - ······-·· ~ ··-· ......... ,.,,., ··- ····-·····-·--·· .... ~ ......... · •• ; · .. -·-- .... ·-~ ·:. • ·--- __ ....... ·-,:- ,- •• · •.•• --_· • · ..... ~--·· . -- - ._ •• - - --.- .• - --- • ~.~- -~ .... ------·-·-· .......... "···· 
.. 
0 • • • t9 f3 R 
C 
with C)((k) the number of c~lumns (including the distinguished 
c~lumn) and f(k) the value ~r the distinguished entry. 
We def~ne the hierarchy of subschemata associated with 
any schema inductively as follows. If not all b' :== o, the 
1 
level 1 subschema consists of all columns of the schema :~. 
(including the c,:,lumn of b 's) and all rows in which b' 15: 0. 
1 1 
together with the top-most row with bi>O. (The row containing 
d' is n,t included.) This bi>O is made the distinguished 
1 _ "' , - __ entry. If all bj_~, we take the whole schema as the level .. _ _ 
, I 
l· 
1 subschema and d' (whether positive or not) as distinguished 
entry. Suppose now that the level k row feasible (column 
feasible) subschema has been defined with distinguished row 
Rand distinguished-column c. If C (R) contains zeros and R 
is not all nonnegative (C is n~t all nonpositive), we define 
the level k+1 column feasible (row feasible)subschema to 
~ 
consist of those rows (columns) for which the entry in C {R) 
~~-.' - ---- -··---------~--,~-...-·-----. ·· .. ------------------ ------· . - -- . - ·-· ...... --· ·-· ..... . 
,i} is zero and those columns (rows) for which the entry in R 
is nonnegative (entry in C is nonpositive) together with the 
' r 
·· column (row) which C'.:>ntains the left-most negative entry -.:,f R 
( top-most positive entry of C). This left-mos·t negative ( top-
• ·,· .. ' ~ t,_ .'· _,-., .:, . • ' ... " 
' ....... --G, .. .-,1,;.;:._,_1,.~.-••. ···..,_. ·._ .. ~,"'.-'., .. •.--.' ,,il.·-14·-'-, .~_.. - '.it' 
16 
most positive) entry is made the distinguished entry. The 
following is a schematic illustrati~n of the construction 
,r our hierarchy in which the kth level subschema is row 
feasible and the k+1th level subschema is column feasible. 
. . . . ..... - ... -. ~ -- . - ... --· , ...... , .. -- . -·--··---~"-·· ........ --- ---··-·· -··- -----·---- -. . ' .. 












" '~ !• 
·---· .. ··---···-. 
-
............. , ......... ··-·.-:.:.:.~ ~, -·--···- . "' .. _ -· ... ·-
.. -......... . 
---· ··--·- -
-~; ' . ~ 
i 
"''··--'~·····-····· . ······-·-·· ···-·~---···----~- -------··- --- ·. ' ... 
The distinguished entry is marked with a star. 
"ED" indicates a nonnegative quantity, "-'' .a negative quantity, 
and "O" a zero quantity.) 
r - - - - - - -
-, -=1 
I • I 
l I • I 
I :-1 1 ,o 
I • I 
' 
I • I 
I . I a, 
- - - - - - - - -$ 
• • (9 J -* - • • -1 I -· 
-- --
' We associate with any schema and its subschemata a hier-
archy of roals, with g~al k being to perform a pivot trans-
formation to obtain a ne\tl' schema f~r which a hierarchy e.:xists ... 
whose new level k subschema (if it exists) has o<(k) larger·~ 
or has cx{k) unchanged but f3{k) larger, while o<{i), /3{1) 
for 1 < k remain unchanged. 
We initiate our sequence of pivot transformations by 
determining the level 1 subschema from our original schema. 
We pr,oceed inductively as follows. Suppose we have perrormed 
the pth pivot transformation in our sequence and have just 
determined the level k row (column) feasible subschema with 
distinguished row RP{k) and column Cp(k) and with -,Bp(k) 
{ /3 {k)) the value or the distinguished entry and °'p (k) p . 
• l 
•, ;- .11• .. 
- ·--------------
. . 
. ":: ; , .• ... · •· .· . · · : · · · ./< :f '· :\<, :·K{ilt.tb:iit~WffeiI&~;~tS:tif ~if1i,0~\j~!~);;}fr:i~Ji,i;i~l~~&§i:iiii:iJ1~ir;t~i},;/;. : . 
·. ' .• • . ': . , . ,, : ... ; , .,. .·. · .. -~- :r• : ' .. , \ . ···.· .. · ... ·· ·,· ·". . ' 
. . 
17 
the number of rows (columns). We first apply our row (column) 
pivot choice rule (see above) to this subschema. If there 
<f' 
exists a pivot~choice under this rule, we have (the level k 
.. 
subschema is enclosed in snlid lines, the level k-1 one in 
- .. 
-
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I + • 
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.... - ----- ...,_. --- - ___. - "' 
t . . EB + 8 • i_J~l~). 
- - -
(Of course if k = 1 there is no k-1 level subschema.) 
We perform the pivot transformation on the entire schema 
and its intermediate level subschema. Because of the zeros 
- · ,-" 1~ the ais'tiilguished row (c~lumn) of the level k-1 subschema ·· ·· · ··········· ···· 
'~-.,r 
',\ 
~ -·· - -- .. - ----·-··~---
Yi_ 
above, n~ne of the entries in that row (column) are changed 
after the pivot transformation has been performed and similarly 
for all lower level subschemata. Thus after the transformation 
the i th level subschemata for 1 < k consist of exactly the 
same selection of rows and columns of the entire schema as 
before (although the values of their entries may have changed), 
since it is precisely the unchanged distinguished rows and 
columns which determine the selection of the rows and columns 
or these subschemata. Since, as not·ed after the definition, 






pivot transformation has been~performed using our pivot 












_ r ______ l __ - = .. . lg I - - - - - - - I -1 ,, 
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- - - - -: ~ I I ? I + ~ ,- I. I I I 0 
'..! !... -: _+~ ~ .!. -..!. - Q LI _,_-_. _e_+_$_._-_,_T_,-~ _-- -1 ~ 
Ir after th~s pivot transformation all elements in 
Cp+1 (k-1) are nonpositive (in Rp+1 (k-1) are nonnegative), 
·-····- · - ---- - · ·· then there is no longer a kth level subschema. (This or course 
does not apply fork= 1; there is no oth level subschema.) 
If there still is a kth level schema, then o<:p+1 (k) ~ IXP (k) 











under our r~w (column) pivot __ choice rule preserves row (column) ---·······-····· · · ·---- L -··- .. ·-····--···•·"--··••'"''"""'-······-······-·-·-.·--~-~ -· 
.. 
· feasibility, and if ~+1 (k) =1k), then 1+1 (k)> ..B.,.Ck) since, 
as n~ted after the definition, the value ,r the distinguished 
entry is strictly decreased (increased) after the pivot trans~ 
formation has been perfo!'Dled. As noted above~ 1 (i) = o<. (k) p+ p . 
and f...+1 (1) = /5..(i) for i<k since the pivot entry has zeros p p 






" I Thus after the pivot transf-:,rmation has been perform4!~, __ ~--··----------- _ 1. 
----··-· ----··" _____ , ____ ----~-:~==----·---~t-he 1th level 'subschema ta for i < k consist or the same selection· 
·or rows and c~lumns of the entire schema as before (althnugh 
the values of their entries m&y have changed). If a k th level 
j_"__ ,.-- _ _____ ~ubschem~ still exists and ~+1 (k) = o<P(k), .the kth levtl 
- -··. __ ,-'. ---· ·-- _. - - -- - .. -- _,, ... ·-· . 
--- ...... ·········--·· .... --····· - ' --·· _, .. -
___ ••.••.• - --· J •.••• -~ ---- .. --- ---·····~-'"'-···· ·"~·~···-"··~~··-··--···· ...... ,' ·-------
·" 19 
subschema will also consist of the same selection or rows and 




1 · (-if they exist) may consist or a different selection or rows 1 
. /~ 
·{------~-----------------·--------·----.. --- ---·-- - and columns and ,~e-,. redetermine them where poss 1 ble. If' J 
. L 
. t----~~··----~--- ~p+,1 (k) ?" <>(p(k), t}le J_eveJ. Jr s1fbs(?}i~llltl 110w c:>ntairis additi.Q!!ti:l. .. . . .,. 
+- · rows (columns). We redefine it and any subsequent level sub-
l 
i 
schemata if possible. We then return to the level 1 sub-
schema and repeat our process from the beginning by applying 
our row pivot choice rule to that subschema. 
If no pivot choice exists when our row (column) pivot 
choice rule is applied to the subschema, at least one of the 
following three cases must occur: 
(1) Every entry in the distinguished row (column) of 
the subschema (except possibly the distinguished one) is 
nonnegative (nonpositive): 
IQ fQ 
I • I 
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'(2) The distinguished row (column) excluding the 
~ ~ distinguished entry c~ntains a negative (positive) element, 
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· (3 ). The dis.tinguished row excluding the distin-
guished entry contains a negative (positive) element and at 
least one entry,_ cai1 it l'a'', in the column -(row of this 
element is positive (negative), but the distinguished c~lumn 
----~----· ---·. ~-~--·~--.. ·---· ---······-·""" 
. 
.. 
. ...... ·-·-·· .. 
--··-··-···"'· -- c···. ···-······--·--···------·--····.,·-······ ... -
. . 
- I !:\' ........ c.. ....... ------:--·--'~~---- -·'--'--,··--:---------(·r·ow)···entry ·whic·h -:[S · 1.n· ·the··· SS.llie -row ( Cnlumn) as tta II iS zero• ,\ 
(Remember that in the definition of our row (column) pivot 
choice rule there was ,no pivot choice if the maximum of the 
ratio was zero.) 
We first determine whether case 1 holds. If it does, we 
choose as a pivot the distinguished entry (starred). However, 
we do not perform the pivot transformation because, as we shall 
- ---~btrw .below, case 1 -can occur only ·if k = 1, and we stop ·when ~ - . "' " ~ ... - ... - '--~~ ·- - -.- .. --~--~ ----- ... ---·-. .,... ·---- -
the pivot ch~ice· is an element of the last row or column of 
the total schema. 
If case 1 does not hold, we determine if case 2 does. If 
so, pivoting on the starred entry produces: 
-· ___ .. .,_ ...... ,., ·---·· ----·····-··-~·· .. ·- ·-··· ····~·-· < • ··--.·;···"· •"'•··-··:·"""'•"······:-.· .. --,-•.,..•·"·-·-----· 
_,,.,.,~kn'·- ....... -~-•..:.•>-' .. -.-,•••.•-•--'•••· .._ ··•-···• ••-' "" · ·•• • .. , ·r-···~---· .. - . 
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I • I • IQ I I Q I 
- t= ,- -1-= 
I I 
----- - -- ct"J J+ ••• + 0 ••• 0-1 ~ - -
-~--- ----1-
I 
• IO I 
- .- ....... -- ....... -· - ._.. I • • • $ I + 1+1 
As before, because or the zeros in the distinguished rows 
and columns, the subschemata up to and including the (k-1)th 
one will consist ~f_exllctly the same selection of rows and 
columns of the entire schema as before,(although the value of 
their entries may h:3-ve changed). If all entries in Cp+1 (k-1) (k>1) are nonpositive (in R (k-1) are nonnegative), then 
' p+1 ' 
Ji\ .. · 
.... ~ _,._ ..... ·--~. ---- '-···· -·-
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there no longer is a kth level subschema. Otherwise, since 
• 
the distinguished entry in the kth level subschema has become 
negative (positive), we have cxp+1 (k) > 0< (k) , while °p_+1 ( i) 
----·····- ·-·--------·------f -·--·--·---- .. --- ·· -= o<- (i) and /3 (i) ···=A-- (i} -ror 1 < k After the pivot tran-s---·· ---·--·-------··--·-----·---- -----~--P p+1 P • ·· -
, .. --~-·-:···--------..... ---··-·---~--...'..-·--·----··· .. -·--f-ormation has been completed,. we. redetermine. th.e rows. al'l-9 __ . . ......... ------.--.. -----·--------·---···-··-
'{ ) 
·· · ······· · columns -::,f the kth lev91 subschema (if it exists) and any 
~-- ~- . - . - -- ' . . . . ~ . 
subsequent ones if possible.r"' We then return to the level 1 
subschema and repeat the process by applying our row pivot 
choice rule to that subschema. 
If cases 1 and 2 d~ not occur. 3 must. Since in this case 
R~ (k) contains at least one negative entry (C (k) contains at 
P P .. ~.· . • ·,I 
least one positive entry) and CP(k) (RP(k)) c~ntains at least 
.. one -zero-. there exists. a· 1evel k:+1 · column (row)· ftia.!i:i'bl"e -sub~·-····· .. ··---·--···.·---··· 
schema. We then repeat our inductive step on the .. (k+1) th level 
subschema, applying our column (row) pivot choice rule to the 
subschema, and if this yields no pivot choice sucessively 
,-_···---·,·: .. '-, ....... :··----s··---·-··'····- ... .., ......... - ............... a··e·· ... ·t·e .. rm···::·1··n··1·n· ·g ·1r· we ·h··a· .. ·v··e··. · c·a .. se··· 1, 2, · o .. ··r· .... 3 .• . . . ... . ' ....... ··,:,· .. '• ·:- ..... , .. ·;.. ···-· .... . .. . . . -··· ·····-··· -··· ······-··· .. --··-···;.. ..... ----~ ··-····· 
We repeat the above until at some point the choice of 
pivot entry is an element of the last row or column of the 
total schema (sJme bI, cj, or d'). This occurs only if we 
have either case 1 or case 2. It must occur in a finite number 
or steps since our hierarchy of goals of increasing Mk) and/or 
/3(k) at each step insures our not repeating any schema and 
there exist at most (n:U) possible equivalent schemata. 
·Before we continue, it still must be shown that with our----·--··----·-
simplex method case 1 can occur only if k = 1. Suppose k::,-1. · 
There then exists a level k-1 subschema and we have (we illustrate 
. ··-··-' ...... . ·--~-- - - . ' ·-··--·-· . . .. . -·· .. ~ .. 
• 
..• . 
. -· -· ··- .... -- .. ····-·--~---·"'•-• -- ----· .. -·-·-··-··-·--·-·-·······-
.· I 
- - ~ --··-. - .. ····-···-·-.. '. ··-·: --- ' 
) " .. 
r· 
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~th a column feasible k level subschema; the argmnent is 
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IQ 0 
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C(k) 
If the·re exist any a1 , none of them can be greater than zero 
because then a row pivot choice would have existed when our 
........ ___ .. ___ ··--·- ----~---~ 
----- __ .. __ row. _pivp_t choic_e rule _was . applied to the level k .. 1 subschema · -- ·---- --.. ------------ ------------
and we would have returned to the level 1 subschema instead 
of determining the kth level one •. If no a1 exists (because 
all of the entries in C(k~1), except possibly.the distinguished 
--·------·-·--:----'-·----------- ---entry, are zero) orif all a1~0, we have an im.pcrssibility · ·--·-· ---------,·-
because we then would have had case 2 for the level k-1 subsche-
ma and again we would have returned to the level 1 one. Thus 
we must have k = 1. 
When our pivot choice is an element or the last row or 
· colllmn or the total schema we have one or the following three 
cases: 
'a' 'b' IC I 
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It 'a I occurs we have Representation A of the theorem ···~. · 
and ha:ve f:,und solutions to both the row and column problems. 
Ir 'b 8 ( ''c') occurs and every entry in the indi~~ated row 
-----·-·-- ··- - ·(ct,-1-umn) is strictly·positive (strictly negative) we perform . ,, ' ' ..... - __ .. , __ ..._ ______ ~·~' 
. :, ' 
--·---'----------------~:------.----- ------p-ivot transformations us1n-g··as-p·ivot·s·-th·ose··a:• in the·· · · - -· ·· · · -· 
· · : r· ij 
indicated row (c~lumn) for which cj' < O (b' ~O) until all 1 . 
cj become nonnegative (all bf become nonpositive), obtaining 
Representation B (C) ~r the theorem. (This occurs in a 
finite number of steps since once a cj becomes nonnegative 
(bf bec,mes nonpositive) it remains so.) 
Otherwise, if zeros occur in the indicated row in 'b' 
(column in 'c'), we rearrange rows and columns if necessary 
M-• •••~- .. •··---·- ••-~---·----• .. ,..,_·~--n--.-.-,~··-.. ,w~----~ •. •, - -~•»·•· •• • • • • •• · ''"'•·- •·-·•• • ·-" • • -•••·•• • • · • ····- .• , .. • -• "'-,·-••••••··• • •• ·" , ... ·• ..... •"' •"'" ••• · " •·· - '' ' ~·•· ·,• • '' ·~· · "-·-- ·· '•"• ••• • '"" •· '" ·• ., •. ,-.,,. '" • • · ·•· • " ·• ··• ,·•···•---· .. ,• • •• •, ·'·• _._ • • ,,_,_., • ·• •-··- ••••··~--•·'-'..--·,•••-·• • .,.····•.••w"-''""•-. •-.-·•- ·•----~•-·-·--·--
to obtain: 
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We treat the rows and columns enclosed by brackets as 
·an entire schema and choose pivots and perform pivot transforma-
t-
tions as we did for the whole schema until we obtain repre-, 
sentation 'a', 'b', or 'c' above in·this smaller schema. 
(We note that because of the zeros, the positive entries in 
·the indicated row (negative.entries in the indicated column) 
. 
' - . . -· -- i.,! 
--,.,., ~- -·a 
·-t' ..,_. ...... 
j 
-
- . ··---··•·•-•·-•-··------•------.,.~·--·----- ·•m: -"•··-. _ ·-•rn•~- ~--·-•-·.••·••·•• -- .. , ·-···--· ·-··--- · · .. ,-. --·--·-· •. - -·-' ... , ·-·······- ,' ••• ·- ---~- .• ,.·-· ••·--·-----/ .. •-- • -·- -· - ' •- ' i- ··· ·· • · ' - .,. ,., .. -, ·· ··- :: ·-· •••'- '-·v ' --- - - ~ 
.•. 
.. 
,• "·<'"""•""o•-•••·,•<,.,~_.,>o,,,,,'.>••'-"•v-'.'" ' -••••,.C.,,••''•,-:c'•--•••!--c:'""'t;'J•"~~· --'' 
,, 
·o--
a-emain unchanged during this sucession ,r pivot transformations. 
If we obtain representation 'a', and d' for the smaller 
schema is strictly less than zero (strictly greater than zero), 
··············· .. ·····----·-·-C.'--··-·-···---·-·--we have arrived at Representation D ·or the theorem. · If' we 
···--···--···----·-------:··-·,--··---~-.. --.have .... 'a', and d~-~ 0 .. (d 't= .OJ we pivot---on a-1-1-posi-tiv-e-, -(negative.). .. ___________ ........ --------·------·--------
,_ 
a 1,j in the indicated row (column) of the larger schema for 
which cj of the larger schema is less than zero (b~ is greater 
than zero) until all c j become nonnegative (all bf become non-
positive) obtaining Representati~n B (C). 
If we ,btain representation 'c' ('b'), we have obtained 
Representation D of the theorem. 
Ir we obtain representation 'b' ('c'), we have a schema 
·-------···-------::- .. ··-----·such· · as :· · · ... ---· · · .. ·- · · ·--- .. -. ·· ... · ·· · ·· · - · ···--· · ·· - ·· · ..... · .... · ·· ... · .. · · ...... ·· • • •• • •·• •. ••• '•-•><·••••• ,~•·- '•, ,_ .••···• ••• -• -••· • - •·• ••• -· ·••··• -. -••' "· - ·• • -•-•-• -·• --·• •• ••- •" ··•• •• r- • - - ,,.-.,~ •••-•-•,,..._.,-..-,.-·-~-- • •·--·• -·-· 
) 
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• I I 
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• I 
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-
L y ) 
If the indicated.row (column) in the subschema enclosed by 
brackets contains no zeros we pivot on positive (negative) 
entries as before· until all cl ~O (all b' ~ O), obtaining 
d i 
.Representation B (C). If zeros are present we determine a 
still smaller subschema consisting of the columns with zeros 
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.. in the indicated row (the rows with zeros in the indicated 
'.. ., ~ . 
column) and all rows (columns) excluding the present indicated 
i. ·J 
) 
one and the previous indicated one, and apply the above rules 
,· ··--·-··-.... ·-··--· .... ·-··-·--·,,,.... ' ... ·.' . :• ' . - ... .... . . .. 
until we arrive at representation 'a', 'b 9 , or 'c' and repeat 
---"---~-.---·-·--·-~---·-·-·-·-- .·.-·.·~·- ·- . •.. ' . . .. 
the above. Since there are only a finite number or rows and 
columns in our schema, we must obtain one of the f~ur repre-
sentations of the theorem in a finite number of steps. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
We note that in solving an actual linear programming 
problem we would ordinarily stop computations upon reaching 
Representation A or representations 'b' or 'c' since the 
















.. ~ EXAMPLE r. ··~-
We illustrate the theorem with an example. Consider. 
the following problem • 
Maximize: 
................ ,. _______ ~ ____ ., .• -=-·'C'-... -- . .- . -- .-- .,.., . . ' ,.. . 
• ., ·-"•-••· •·-•"·•·•·m - -·•·-~·-""''"..,-' -••--·•-•••••••••• • - ••• ·-· - •- -- --• • • - -·-·---• -- ---··----·--- __,'-'"'"• ,.._.,_, -••-• ••' ••- ---• •..,. 
.•. - -___ , -- ---- ---- ~ --~-~~------ --_8.~?j_ ~(! t ~~ : JC1 .. -6x2 - -X3 . J+:x:4_ - -- ~ Q - ---------------------~ -------- ---- -- --: 
.... ' .. '· .. · .. 
x1 -5x2 -2x3 +10x4 + 2 ~ 0 
-x1 +5x2 +3x4 + 6 ~ O 
-x1 +6x2 -2X4 + 1 ~ o 
" 
-4x2 + X3 +6:xi+ + 1 0 ~ 0 
x1 , X2 , X3 t Xt,. ~ 0 
In tableau form: 
Y5 y6 Y7 Ya Y9 1 
.. ; . - - ---- -····"'· 
-.-. . .... 
























r 4 1 I 
(I) 
6 ,. I 4 
- -
10 0 ~ .·- . . ... _ ····· 
- - ·•. . . .-. ·::. - -- -··· . :: - - . I = V., 
t 
J .. 
. ~-- , . ,, _ ......... _, ' .... ___ ,,.. ··- '' -
=x, =x6 =x7 =xa =x9 =u 
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-1 -2 0 0 1 





I 4 B 
(We employ the.numbers in parentheses as a labeling 
device to keep track of which rows and columns of the entire 
schema we are working with.) No p'ivot choice exists for this 
subschema: 
' 
Our row pivot choice rule gives none (the two 
' . ..-. ;· . ,q 
' ~ 
. ' 
' ! ' 27 
columns with oj<O do have positive entries, but the maximum 
of the ratio is zero), and we do not have cases -1 or 2. We · 
.therefore determine the 2nd level subschema: 
C 
a· ., ... 
l . ·-.· .. ·- .. ,., .. ,_ . .-., .. ____ ~--~' -- ----------·--·- .............................. -............. --······(1 ) -1 . -1·. . ········ -0--- I- ·1 ···············--·---·---·----------·- .. -------------·-·---- ·----------·---~-'-;._,._-..... •. - ______ ...................... I 
: I 
---- ~ ....... ~,--
· - ( 3) __ q ___ .......... ,_.Q _________ ........ _1 ____ .--•--------~-1 ............. R ............ ------------~----------_··- ___ .· .. _ -· ___ ... .,., ... · --~ .. _________ ._____ .;...: ___ ..;_.c...; ______________ ...................... , ··----- ........... ------- ... --"~---'--....:.. ·- . ---· ·-- . . . ··-"'-:...--.-·•'-·_--'-'-:·'=" -:---·-.. ·-·-· ........ .......... - . . ... . 
I 
I 
- -·-- -- - ·- -- -- - ·--~··:--:-•:-- .•. ,---... .... -•---;·----···-··--·~ -- ·:·:··.------•--····· ··- -· - ······ ···--- - (7) (8). (9) C 5) 
Again no pivot choice exists, so we determine the 3rd 
level subschema: C 
(1) 1-1 * .. 1 t 1 I R • I (7) (8) <,) 
We have.case 2 and therefore pivot on the left-most -1 
(starred) in the 3rd level subschema obtaining: ·, ·· 
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. ~ . ' ...... - ... _ _,. . . . .... . . .. - - . - -; ... -- -
--------
- - - - - - - -
1 6 8 6 -, 10 I 0 
=x, =x6 =x1 =xs =x9 =u 
We now return to the level 1 subschema (which consists 
of exactly the same rows. ·and columns as before since a pivot· 
choice in a level 3 subschema alters the hierarchy only for 













1 0 I 0 
.• 
1 
-1+ I _3 
- - - • I • ' .. : . ·--
- ----· .-, - - -· ·- -···· - . - -~ - ~ .. ,-(3) 
-1* -2 0 0 1 I 4 R :,: 
(5) (6) (1) (8) (9) 
The.re exists no pivot choice under our row pivot choice 
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X -1 2 0 0 -1 
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28 ,. I , 
1. 
., ; ,,.,:: .· 
=" -y 
' - 7 . 
- 7 -.=. ·- ___ .... _Y.2--------·-------------·--.. -" ... _______ · _ .. _ .. _ .._ ..... _m_........_. 
_lt = -y {III) ·. . 
.... .. .. .... - ...... , ....................... •·•--5. ....... ,.,---•·-·-· I-•··-, .......................... , ••.• - .• ,.. -· - . .•· .. -- . ·--'-<-. •----- • 
; - - ~--· - - ·---. . ·- - ..... . .. -·- - ·- ·-----~ -1 5 0 - -- ---- -------- --, --~. ~-~--:-··---- . ' 
i;· -~ -
."1/_ 
1 6 -4 6 -S .., 16 -- V 
=x 3 =x6 =x1 =xg =x9 =u 
The level 1. subschema now c1nsists ~r the entire schema. 
Applicati~n ~f ,ur row pivot choice rule t, this level 1 sub-
schema vie]_ds the "1 ''\ ( stEtrred) in the fourth column as the 
•I 
:; __ --··-··--.. ··--·----.. -------:--~------------niv-o-t-.. ·eh')iee -- -- Piv0ting · pr-educes-:- .. -·----------
. ¥ . • • 
·--·-.. ----------·----'-'" -- ·--. ·-~~---------
~--.. -----··---·--""-------~--- .. --·--· - ..... 


























"'··----·--'-·--·-·--·-··. -:-~····---·,.·-:.-· ... -;-r;· _.., ____ · ___ :_;······--·- --1 •• _.: •.• ---·-·;..··-···h·..: ___ .,:. ~ .. ;.... ..•..... , . , ________ .... 
(IV) 
= -Y5. 
. ... --·-- ..... -«-~---------- --- - .................. --- .............. ·----- -------· . . :- ...... ------~-.. --- .... ·- .... ,, 
-6 20 ~2 5 0 -20 -
-Y4 -
1 1 1 .,;.-F 11 4* - V -
=x 9 =u 
Looking at the level 1 suhschema a~ain we~~ind we have 
----------- .. ----------------------------..Ca-s.e 1- and 1J.1e choose 4 {st-arrecl) -as- a·pivot. --·We stap since ------------------------- .. ---------- ·-·-
d' was ch~sen as a nivot • 
... 
, 
' The s~lution tJ our maximizati~n prohlem is 
x
1 
= 1, ::i::2 = o, x3 = 1, x4 = O 
with l~ the desired. ·maximu..m. 
.i_ 
.. -
·" ., -· ·),: 
-; }', 
. 
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,' COMPARISON·WITH BALINSKI - GOMORY METHOD. 
The simplex method presented by Balinski and Gomory· (1) 
is similar to the one presented abqve. It differs in that no 
''~- _.., ~:...,,·•'" 
I 
' 
. ! • ' 
I 
rule is given to uniquely determi~e the dist.inguished.. entry __ ------------------------------~--) 
·- ---- --·- --·-· -···-·----------. ---···---- ·--··--. --- --- - - -




: in build i_:q.g __ t.J;i~ ... p.i ~I'~r9b.Y _pf. . ~u'b_sQhemata . t .or .the __ .main ____ sc..hema ............. -·------------------------~-- :: ; ·---·-·- •¥~-----¥-·------ .. · ~ ------~--- ---·- .. --··--·-· ----·-· --- -····- ·- -------- ----·---· 
i 
I I . 
. 
·, ________________ • ___________ _c_ • ___ _;_ _____ c_ ________ In addition the authors work on the hierarchy in a different- ---· ·---------------
sequence. They build the entire hierarchy and immediately-
attempt t1J accomplish goal k (increasing cxand/or,,B ) , where 
the level.k subschema is the hig~est (i.e., has the highest 
number in our system of numbering subschema levels) in the 
~ hierarchy which is not both row and column feasible. Either 
















----------------. _______________ yields . a .. pivot choice •.. When the pivot transformati-on -ha-s·····-···------·---------. -------·-··-··-··-· l~ 
,... . 
•, 
- ·-·.: - :-· -·~ ........ -- •... , ,.;, .. ~ - -- .. 
.. 
been performed the hierarchy is redefined for the levels~ k · 
if possible. The level subschema now highest in the hierarchy 
which is not both row and column feasible is examined as 
before and··a pivot choice made. This continues until te:rmina~ ·· · ···· 
tion under the same rules as presented in this paper. 
It appears. heuristically at least, that working on goal 
1 would be more effective toward solving the entire linear 
program than working on a higher goal w~uld be. In the simplex 
method presented in this paper always re~urning to the level 








choosing the distinguished entry in the Balinski - Gomory 
method so that the subschema is both row and colum feasible 
whenever possible. '· 
·f. 
·;; We illustrate by applying the simplex method of (1) to 
' 
' 







, .. ,, 
•.. , 0 . 
30 
our example above. To avoid ambiguity we shall always choose 
the left-most or top-most possible distinguished entry when 
there is a choice tn be made. (The authors of (1) make the 
I "hoice arbit:r. ary ) 
···-··-··-··--·-.,--.--.~-.-,_ ____________ _ r------- -. --------------,,~""--·-"·---·--- . . .. -······ .... ,.,,.,. -. ·- ... ... .... .. . . . . . . • 
....... I 
• I 
L--------------.-,----- --- --·--·· . In (I} the p.ivot choice wou-ld be the same as our-s-since ------ . · 
· the level 3 subschema is the highest one which is not both 
row and column feasible. Again in (II) the c!oice would be 
the same. However in (III) we would, not work on the level 1 
subschema, but rather determine the level 2 subschema (which 
"· is the highest level subschema which is not both row and 
" 
column feasible): 
(3) (1) (9) (6) 
(4) 3 ; I 1, 
----~ ·---···-··-··--·---··· .... ---·--· .-~ ....• -_--· ... -··. ·-.--~-~-·--··---·----·-·-----·- -·-··-···---··-·"-- .... ---.--.-·.-.--···-··-'"·---·- ·- ---···-· ···-· -- -- .. 6 -16 - ,.J+ . . . ... -. ··--·--·- -·- ····--····------··---· ... ---·-·--·----... -:· .. .,. ---
Application of our column pivot choice rule yields the -1 










- - - - - -
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7 




-· ,, ..... , 
-:-,,, -
--··- -- --· - ·- -·-·-·--·--·-----. --·----. ---·--- ·-·- ---"·-···-- -- - .. --,- . -- ·- --- - - ----·. -
. ' 
-·--... ~·-- . ' . 
:· 
=x 9 =u 
We have now performed the same number 6r pivot transformations 
as in the example, but we have not reached an optimal solution. 
In fact, it will take three more pivot transformations to 
reach the solution. 
I •• -~, . 
.. 
• j .-,.-.,.~ .. --.'• u•·-• __ ,-_,-. ·•• .. ,. <-•••"•~••-,. .. . "·"·"• •-·•-n·--,•--.,··>- .. - - ... ••'" ••·-·-••• . -
' 
,. ~ ' 
31 
0 




· as a __ distinguished entry, the level 2 subschema W':lUld have 
been: 
ii' (3) (1) (9) 
··--·-· .. -·· 
"'' . . .. -··· ·•·· ,.,. 
. - - -- ----------···---· ------·-·-- .... ----.-·--. 
-,j - . -
., -5' ii (4) -1 3 
+·--··--···-------·----------·-. : . ---•--··---------------·- .. ·-·-----· ·-----' ·-·.·.: ';'°':'. ·----·-.·:· . . ·---·--.-·-·---·---"···--------···---·----- .. - ----- __ ....... ---· ~ .. - ......... - - ~ ---~. - - --~ ------·- ··----- .. -·----------··-~---·--·-- - ----- .. ·-.····.----·~·-·-- ·- .. ---
6 6 16 1· -5 
. ----~- .... -------~-.. -------- ------- -- ------ -·-------- ---··----~--- -- -- ---- - --- -·-- .. 
which is both row and column feasible. Under the Balinski-
Gomory simplex method one would go back one level since the 
level 1 subschema is the highest on which is not both row and 
column feasible. The pivot choice would then be the same as 
in the example and we would reach the optimal solution imme-
diately. 
··-- - -- •• ----- --- -~ •• -···--. ... -------·---...- -·-- .. --.... - -- --· -- - --·· ••• - ··--·- -- - --- -----~- - -·----·--- ---·-·-·· --·--· ... -- --~ - •• -·· -- --- ---· - ________ ... --..-·--- - - .... ·- -.- - ........ ___ _,. ----- ------ --.- .... -- - - - -- 'T 
~·· ,• •, . . . . ,. ::..-. 
_.,.· .... 
-----·- -------------- --- --------------·-









l • _!-, • • • ... EXTENSIONS: l l Suppose we wish to maximize t b1t 1 + d subject to I M j the inequalities ~ a13t 1 + c3 2: o, j = 1, ••• , N, where ' 
32 
l -~ --··-------- ... the t are no longer requ-ired- to be nonnegative. We set up- ····--·---·-------------- ·--- - ------- ··-.. --11~ -.,i.'.: ___ •. . 1 
:1 
,_,_"_-_! 
- the----.ff!.a .. 1-1- o·-~ng-----s-ch-em·a··•------------·---------------·------· .. ····""'""""······--··- ... - -·- ...... __ .............. -............. · ------------·- ...... ----------- -----·-----------.. -------·-"··------------------· -----·--... --. _ ............. ----------------------------- -- J: v ;W:L - - -• 
-- - - - . - - ---···------- ------ --·-----·---
--------- --·---~----·---------- -- -- ----
----------------- - -------·.----·-. -----·----·-··--···--··---- . --- ... - ' ----
, 
• • • 1 '·. 
a • • • a b 11 ,~ 1 N 1 = 0 
• • • cD • 
• • • 0 • 
~1 • • • aMN bM = 0 
c1 • • • cN d =v 
, - -·" __ ....,_ -- .. ~- -· .. "-····- .. ·--···-··-· .. . --~- -- . --····· . 
• • • =xN =u 
·- -··· ...... - -·····---·--····---.--··-·· ---
··-·--·--·--·--··~ ···--····· -·····---·---· --··-.-----···---- .... ~ -~------------~ - . 
. 
---.__ ... ~.-···-··--· .... --~~- .. ~- . . --.: ~ ____ ....._..,.... ·------· --···- .. ·---·- ..... .,. -·····--· -········ .. ---------··· -·· ··-·' .. - ·- ..... . 
where we require only the x3 and yj to be nonnegative for 
all j. It is easily verified that Theorem _1 and its corollaries 
are still true for this new program. 
To solve this problem we attempt to eliminate the. t 1 
as independent variables in the above column program. ~o do 
this we make pivot transformations on the above schema and 
its sucessive representations using as a pivot choice any 
non-zero entry corresponding to x-dependent and t-independent 
__ . ________________________ column program labels until no longer- po·s·sible·; -·-· Twcr po-sslole - · ~, - ---------- ---















I Every entry which corresponds to x-dependent and t-
independent column program labels is zero. 
No column program independent labels are t's . 
r' 
·{ ·-··--- -~ - ..... ~. -· - ... . ----- .. ~-- --- .. -- . ~. ' .,...:, ....... •· .:... .... - ···- .. '. ___ : .. - . . J . r; .. , 
,; ,, 
, . -·. ---, -- .. _ _,.... - ,._ ___ .. -·, ~-,-·. ·r·-. 
-- ·-·- .. 
. - .... 














.. If (1) results we have a schema or the form: .. 
• • • 
,r I 0 
,Jm+n:·- • • • 0 1 
I I - I a+n ! a, :n+1 • • a, N b ' = _,,., . -1-·. . .. . --- ......... , ... -·_--- ----.------·---.. .1-,-------------·-·-··-------·' -----·-----·-······------------
I 









• • • 
• I • ~ I 
- t I t - t - -












• • • O • a, • a~+1 N bm' +1 I m+1 ,n+1 
I 
• I • • 
• I • • 
• • • O . i ~+1 • • ~ 
• • • 
• • • 
• 



















----~------·--~~----------.~--..--------~------------···-··--~--~-·----.... ··----· ---· '-··--·--·-· --- ··--- ---· ---· ···--· - - ······ ·- -·· .,. .. . .. . 
- .. ·- .. ·- ................... _., .. . ..... , ·---· ..... , ............. -- ······--··"--·-·-·--·....-····--- .. --.. -,--·----------------~~--........ ----------·--------.. . 
where the primed variables are a rearrangement of the variables 
in the original schema and the primed entries are the result 
of the preeeeding pivot steps. If any of the bf, i = m+1, 
... ' Mis not zero. then we have a row equation which states 
J .-
that a nonzero quantity equals zero. This is clearly impos-
sible, so the row constraints are incompatible, and consequently 
there is n~ optimal solution to our maximization program. 
Ir, on the other hand, we have b~+1 = ••• = bM = o, the row 
equations corresponding to dependent 0-labels read "zero 
-----·--·--------·--·------·---~---· ...... - ... -




equals zero'' and can consequently be eliminated from· the row 
program. Clearly the columns corresponding to the independent 
0-labels can also be- omitted fr~m the row program. Since 
the ti are not required to be nonnegative, the column equations 
with dependent ti variables can be eliminated from the column 
,J .... • 
program since they represent no constraints. Having done this, 
. t, 




we see that the coefficients corresponding to the independent 
ti are all zeros, and hence their rows can be omitted from 
U. 
- - the schema-. - Thus if case 1 occu~s ~~d we _h~V'~ 'b.~+1 = ••• =: __________ -----·-----·--·----··-----.. ·-··-----···-· ··--·- -··--- -· ·---·· -·-······· - .. -.. ------..... ------,---·-~---· -· ... . -
\ 
~- ;I 4 b' = o, we have a smaller representation for our column M 
pr-Jgram; in fact, it has the same form as the schema we 
c~nsidered earlier. We apply the tec_hnique of . the theorem 
t~ obtain optimal values for x (or ·sh-Jw that none exist), ~ j . 
and then use these values to determine the optimal values 
for the t 1• 
If case (2) occurs, then all t-labels are dependent 
and all 0-labels are independent and we proceed as above. 
--·•'"--·-··--·. ..• . --- . ·-·-··-- .. - ---·-·- -·----·- - -· ... -- . . ... 
' . 
- ·-- -- ---------· - -· ~~-----··. .. . . .. 
•- • • • 
--- - -• -- ,L -.• •• •--
. __ -·---·-- ___________ ! _ .s.imple ._. exam_p le_ .illus .. tratea .. the .... method.: ....... --------····----------·-··-'- --~-------·.·-· ·-----.. --------- -.. -----·--·--·--__ ....... _______ .. _,,_________________ -- -










, . .,. 
Maximize 
subject to -t1 - t 2 + 2t3 
-2t1+ t2 + t3 
t1 + t2 - 2t3 

















------ -- -------- - -- -- --- - ---- -- -'I; 3 2 1 -2 I I 0 
--------------,-----
.', /' 





____ ---,-.'.,... ________ .. ---··· . . ... ·3 
:• -
·t·~:~~-·:··~·-···. -· .. --·- .. ---· ·-- ... ,, ··-·--··--------- . -- - •••• h •• 
1 ·.· .. ·, .,: . r:.:·; ·: .. 
_:i}. •: I ·, • ,',' \• 
,· I , -
I . . 
0 0 1 : - 0 
=u 
Y1 0 y· 3 1 




-1 1 1 I =1 I 
e 
3 .. 1 -3 D 1 e 
--------------L-~---· ' 0 
0 0 1 I 0 I 
=x1 -t 













-· . ~- . . ' . -. ' . . . . . -
•. ! •• ·':-
···r-· ..... ~-· -· ,-
.•, 
· ..... 




. t . 
3 





0 0 1 
-1/3 -2/3 -1 I 1/3 I 
I 
-1/3 1/3 0 I --2/3 I 
I 
1 1 0 I 0 I 
I 
-----------------T------0 0 1 I 0 I 
i):r 
=t 1 =t 2 =x 3 =u 
= -y1-. 
--= -Y . 2 
= . 0 
= ·v 
"''. 
We have b3 = o, so we temporarily ignore the third row 
and the first two columns. 
1 




-2/3 = -y 2 -· ; - ---:--;: . 
l 
1 0 = V 
=x 3 =u 
The level 1 subschema consists of the first two rows with the 
distinguished entry "1 /3". Choosing the pivot entry as in · 






which exhibits optimal solutions. 
= -y 
~3 
= -y 2 
= V 
Thus we have x1 = 1, x2 = o, X = 0. 
_3 Using the third schema . 
above we have t 3 = o 
t1 = GD1/3x1 I)·. ;; .. ·:. t - 2/3x ,;,},' ____ .. ____ -, _____ -..... --·-- ___ .. __________ ""·-· .... ·- .... - . .. .. _,_ __ ' .. . 2 - - . 1 
·t,• 
,: ... ,:,r .. 
- ·- ' - .. I 
·f' 
-1/3x2 + t 3 = -1/3 
+1/3x2 + t 3 = -2/3 -- --~ ... _,!_ . 




... , ..... , ., .. -·,- -· ···-·--·- -·····--,-..,-.,...._., __ r; -·.··· -~.··, -··- ·-. 
·: ·~---,- '.~··;~ - _·'.··,'·\',~:_·;··:·.~-.·· ::•·•·•i--:--'····-,,,.,-,.,,1,.·.,-.. ,11,r,.:1·:,.,,,,,~~i.'S'''' .,;_.~"":·• ~- .•.•. , .... 
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